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AB  Gets His Win
gs

Richard Bland

Key selling points
• Join AB and his new-found friends as he takes to the skies 

ready for adventure.

• Illustrated with 21 charming, full page pictures by Rosie 
Philpott. 

• An engaging read for both adults and children.

About the book
On a shelf in the toy warehouse, a cuddly, furry, lonely bear waits until 
night falls and the lights go out. When everyone goes home, the bear 
and his toy friends get up to play and lark around!

They are all waiting for the terrifying grabber that will pluck them 
from the shelf, drop them into a basket and take them to a new life.

When his turn comes, the little bear is afraid – he worries about where 
his new life will lead. Will it be with a kind boy or girl?

Join this charming little bear on his amazing adventure as W. C. A. B.

About the author
As an avid photographer, Richard’s skill at aerial photography drew 
the attention of staff at RAF Valley in Anglesey. Over the years, 
Richard formed a close bond with the aviation team.

Tragically, in April 2013 Richard’s son Andrew committed suicide. 
This devastating loss was compounded by the silence which surrounds 
the issue of suicide and the taboo of male mental health. Richard 
started to think of a creative way in which he could change people’s 
perceptions, challenge misconceptions and bring this subject to wider 
public attention.

Richard has a bear which is the Station Mascot for RAF Valley and 
travels the globe with the RAF pilots. And so Richard decided to 
re-name the bear in memory of his son.
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